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Abstract Summary: 
The audience will discuss the relationship between sleep quality during pregnancy and early postpartum 
period and maternal mood, gestational disease, work schedule among low income women. 
Learning Activity: 

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES EXPANDED CONTENT OUTLINE 

 
Describe the sleep quality during pregnancy 

and early postpartum and its relationship with 

maternal mood, gestational diseases, and work 

schedule. 

Discuss the methods and results form our 

study 



 
Discuss the consequences of poor sleep quality 

during pregnancy. 

Discuss the consequences of poos sleep quality 

during pregnacny on mothers and fetal health. 

 
Abstract Text: 
 

Objectives: Sleep quality during pregnancy affects maternal and fetal health. The purpose of this study 
was to assess sleep quality during pregnancy and early postpartum and test its relationship to mood, 
blood glucose, gestational disease, work schedule, and electronic device use[AAH1] among primiparous 
low income women. 

Methods: Ninety-two primiparous women were recruited for a prospective longitudinal observational 
study. Upon enrollment demographic and work schedule data were collected. Discrete data on mood and 
sleep quality were collected using Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) and Pittsburgh Sleep 
Quality Index (PSQI) at weeks 22 (G22) and 32 (G32) of gestation and one week postpartum (PPW1). 
Blood glucose, disease status, and body mass index were extracted from medical charts. Relationship of 
variables was analyzed within and across weeks. 

Results: Forty-three women completed the study and represented primarily low-income, African 
American (63.4%) women, with mean age of 23 years. Rate of poor sleep quality increased between G22 
and PPW1. At G22 and G32, 25% of women had EPDS scores indicative of depression; rate dropped to 
12% at PPW1. PSQI and EPDS scores were positively correlated between G22 and G32, supporting a 
link between sleep quality and mood. Women with hypertension, gestational diabetes and/or 
preeclampsia had poorer sleep quality at G22 and PPW1 (P=0.1). At G22 women who worked nights or 
shift schedules had significantly (P<0.05) poorer sleep scores. Interestingly, women who were out-of-work 
had the most variability in sleep scores, which were not different from night or shift workers. 

Conclusions: In a population at high risk for maternal and infant morbidity, poor sleep quality during 
pregnancy was associated with poor mood, night work and development of gestational-related disease. 
Interventions that target sleep hygiene may be effective in improving health outcomes of mothers and 
developing babies. 

 

 [AAH1]We want to decrease the study main variables per reviewers comments, so I took it out of the 
purpose and keep it in the results under lifestyle behavior. If you want to keep it that is fine with me. 
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